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T
he use of nanoparticles as drug de-
livery systems that can specifically
target cancer cells and improve the

bioavailability of drugs is an area of research
being actively pursued. Their small size en-
ables the enclosed therapeutic agents (e.g.,
drugs, proteins, or nucleic acids) to be
readily delivered to tissues. Several nano-
particles have gained FDA-approval as new
therapeutics, including Liposomal doxoru-
bicin and Abraxane.1 The majority of these
nanostructures are made of biodegradable
polymers, such as hydrogels, micelles/lipo-
somes, and dendrimers.2 However, numer-
ous barriers exist that have limited the ef-
fectiveness of these particles including
targeting, biocompatibility, cost-effective
manufacturing, capacity, stability, and the
ability to control the release of encapsu-
lated therapies. Vaults represent a novel
drug delivery system that may have the
characteristics to overcome these
limitations.

Native vaults are barrel-shaped 13 MDa
ribonucleoprotein particles with overall di-
mensions of 72 � 41 � 41 nm3.3,4 The exte-
rior shell is extremely thin (�2 nm), and is
formed from 78�96 copies of the major
vault protein (MVP).3,5,6 The interior volume
of vaults has been estimated to be approxi-
mately 5 � 104 nm3, large enough to encap-
sulate hundreds of proteins.7 Naturally oc-
curring vault nanoparticles are formed from
multiple copies of three different proteins:
MVP,5 vault poly(ADPribose) polymerase
(VPARP),8 telomerase-associated protein 1
(TEP1),9 and a small untranslated RNA
(vRNA, 86�141 bases in length).8 Vaults
are highly conserved in nearly all eukary-
otic organisms and present at 104 to 107

particles per cell.10 Despite their cellular
abundance, vault function remains elusive

although they have been linked to many
cellular processes- including the innate im-
mune response, multidrug resistance in
cancer cells, multifaceted signaling path-
ways, and intracellular transport.11

MVP encodes all of the information for
vault particle assembly and formation of
the vault shell. Using a baculovirus expres-
sion system that expresses MVP in Sf9 insect
cells, which do not contain endogenous
vaults, recombinant vault particles can be
purified in large quantities. These recombi-
nant vaults are virtually identical in struc-
ture to native vault particles and are stable
over a wide range of pH and
temperatures.12�14 By modification of the
MVP through the addition of peptides onto
the N- and/or C- termini these recombi-
nant vaults can be given new functions.
For example, the addition of a cysteine rich
peptide (CP) to the MVP N-terminus, led to
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ABSTRACT Vaults are naturally occurring ribonucleoprotein particles with an enormous interior volume,

large enough to encapsulate hundreds of proteins. They are highly conserved and are present in nearly all

eukaryotic cells ranging from 104 to 107 particles per cell. Recombinant vaults can be produced in vitro and

engineered to allow cell targeting and protein packaging. These nanometer-sized particles have many desirable

characteristics that may give them advantages for use as drug delivery vehicles. Using photoactivatable green

fluorescent protein (PAGFP) labeled vaults, we demonstrate that the particles rapidly diffuse throughout the

cytoplasm following single pixel photoactivation in live cells. Their in vivo movement remained relatively

unchanged despite exposure to a variety of cellular stresses, suggesting that vaults are largely unconstrained in

the cytoplasm. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) was observed from polyethylene glycol (PEG) fused

hybrid cells that expressed either CFP or YFP labeled vaults, indicating that vaults can exchange major vault protein

(MVP) subunits in vivo. Investigation into the mechanism of this exchange in vitro using recombinant vaults

demonstrated that they were capable of rapidly separating at the particle waist and reassembling back into

whole vaults, supporting a half vault exchange mechanism. This data suggests a means whereby vaults can

functionally interact with their cellular environment and deliver materials packaged within their interior.

KEYWORDS: vault dynamics · half vault exchange · major vault protein ·
ribonucleoprotein · vault · nanoparticles · drug delivery vehicle
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increased stability of the recombinant vault particles.15

Whereas addition of the 55 aa encoding epidermal
growth factor (EGF) onto the MVP C-terminus, results
in vault particles with EGF located externally at both
ends of the particles, allowing them to bind to and ac-
tivate EGF receptors in A431 cells, indicating that vaults
can be targeted to specific cell surface markers.16 A va-
riety of nonvault associated proteins have been pack-
aged inside the recombinant vault particles by fusing
the heterologous protein to a 17 kDa domain derived
from VPARP.17�20 This packaging domain was identified
in a yeast two-hybrid screen where MVP was the bait
and the smallest interacting VPARP clone encoded a
162 amino acid sequence found at the C-terminus of
the full-length VPARP protein.8,21 We called this region
of VPARP the mINT domain (because it was the minimal
region responsible for interaction of VPARP with MVP).
Numerous proteins have been fused onto the
N-terminus of mINT including luciferase, green fluores-
cence protein (GFP), mCherry fluorescence protein, ad-
enovirus protein VI, and the Chlamydia muridium outer
membrane protein (MOMP).17�20 When packaged into
recombinant vaults these proteins retain their native
properties.17�20 Recombinant vault nanoparticles have
thus far been engineered to package large proteins and
polymers,16�20,22,23 to penetrate the cell
membrane,17,19,20 to escape from the endosome,17,20 to
be reversibly cross-linked in an attempt to control
opening and closing,24 to bind to specific cell surface
receptors,16 and are biocompatible.19

The current study was designed to provide a more
comprehensive analysis of vault dynamics both as cyto-
plasmic nanoparticles as well as highly dynamic nano-
structures. We initially investigated the in vivo mobility
of vaults in mammalian cells. Vaults fused with a photo-
activatable green fluorescent protein (PAGFP) rapidly
diffuse in the cytoplasm and remained relatively un-
changed even when cells were pretreated under vari-
ous conditions, suggesting vaults are largely uncon-
strained cytoplasmic nanoparticles. Fluorescence

resonance energy transfer (FRET) analysis of two stable
cell lines that express either CFP-MVP or YFP-MVP
vaults, show a distinct FRET signal when fused with
polyethylene glycol (PEG). This indicates that the CFP-
MVP and the YFP-MVP were reassembled into the same
vault, consistent with an exchange of their MVP sub-
units in vivo. Results from three independent sets of in
vitro experiments (immuno-pulldown (IP) assays, trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM), and small-angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) analysis) all support a model
where the mechanism of MVP subunit exchange is
through half-vaults. This exchange appears to be rapid
and suggests a mechanism for vault breathing and a
way for the particle to functionally interact with the cel-
lular environment. The information provided here will
not only assist researchers in further investigations of
vault function but also suggest a means whereby vaults
could deliver their contents as emerging drug delivery
vehicles.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Expression and Characterization of Fluorescent Labeled Vaults

in Mammalian U2OS Cells. To examine vault dynamics in liv-
ing cells, we analyzed a number of transient and stably
transfected U2OS cell lines that express rat MVP fused
to one of the following green fluorescent protein vari-
ants: PAGFP, CFP, or YFP. These tags were attached to
either the N- or C- terminus of MVP under the control of
the CMV promoter. When a GFP protein was fused to
the N-terminus of MVP, vaults assembled with the GFP
packaged into the inside of the nanoparticle at the par-
ticle waist.3,25 When GFP was fused to the C-terminus,
the vaults still assembled but the additional protein was
localized on the outside of the nanoparticle at the top
and bottom.16,26 There was no difference in the ob-
served subcellular localization of fluorescently tagged
vaults compared with endogenous vaults, suggesting
that the structural integrity of the expressed vaults was
not compromised even though each newly formed
vault nanoparticle contained an additional 80 extra
fluorescent tags at the waist or 40 extra fluorescent
tags at each end of the vault. Furthermore, cell fraction-
ation indicated that the vast majority of MVP was as-
sembled into nanoparticles that pelleted at 100 000�

g as expected (Figure 1).
PAGFP Labeled Vaults Are Evenly Distributed in U2OS

Cytoplasm. To examine vault movements in live cells, a
field of cells expressing the PAGFP vaults was photoac-
tivated. As seen in Figure 2 (top), photoactivation of a
broad field with a 405 nm laser dramatically increased
the fluorescence under 488 nm excitation in PAGFP-
vault-expressing U2OS cells. Two significant features
were observed from these photoactivated cells. First,
U2OS cells expressing PAGFP vaults showed punctate
fluorescence that was homogeneously distributed
throughout the cytoplasm, consistent with previous
observations,25�27 and provided further support that

Figure 1. Characterization of vaults produced from MVP fused
at the N-terminus (N) or C-terminus (C) with PAGFP, expressed
in U2OS cells. A Western blot of subcellular fractions derived
from transiently transfected U2OS cells. S20, low speed
(20 000� g) supernatant; S100, high-speed (100 000� g) super-
natant; P100, high-speed (100 000� g) pellet. Arrowheads indi-
cate endogenous MVP (lower bands) and N- or C- terminal
PAGFP fused MVP (upper bands). Note, the reduced intensity
of the bands seen in the N-PAGFP P100 sample was due to a
variation in sample loading.
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PAGFP-MVP’s were assembled into vault nanoparticles

as demonstrated by subcellular fractionation in Figure

1. Second, as previously seen, vaults were completely

excluded from the nucleus.25�27

To study vault movement following photoactiva-

tion, a single pixel was photoactivated with a 405 nm la-

ser (100% power), followed by time lapse imaging over

a period of 1 min (total of 36 frames/min) (Figure 2,

middle). The images showed a fast rate of fluorescent

PAGFP vaults movement throughout the cytoplasm of

U2OS cells. In addition, there were no apparent station-

ary fluorescent puncta observed, suggesting that the

intracellular PAGFP vaults were not stably associated

with immobile cellular elements. When a single cell

within a cluster of U2OS cells with membrane contacts

was selectively irradiated in a small region of one cell,

the photoactivated vaults from that region rapidly dif-

fused throughout the whole cytoplasm within 60 s (Fig-

ure 2, bottom). These photoactivated PAGFP vaults

remained within the original cell and no elevated fluo-

rescence was detected in adjacent cells even after 20

min, demonstrating that there was no vault trafficking

across cell membranes.

Vault movements were examined under different

cellular conditions by measuring fluorescent recovery

after photobleaching (FRAP). Cells expressing PAGFP

were initially photoactivated and then photobleached

in a 2 �m swath across the cells. The photobleached re-

gion was completely replaced by neighboring photoac-

tivated fluorescent vaults in less than 1 s (data not

Figure 2. Photoactivation and imaging of PAGFP vaults in vivo. (Top) U2OS cells (DIC, A) expressing PAGFP vaults were im-
aged with a 488 nm laser before (B) and after (C) irradiation of the field with a 405-nm laser. One cell on the lower left cor-
ner was not photoactivated because it did not express the PAGFP vaults. (Middle) A time lapse of a U2OS cell expressing
PAGFP vaults was imaged before (0 s), and �0.1 s, 15 s, 30 s, and 60 s after a single pixel 405 nm laser photoactivation. (Bot-
tom) U2OS cells (DIC, left) expressing PAGFP vaults were imaged 20 min after irradiation (right) by 405 nm laser at the indi-
cated region. Scale bars in all figures represent 20 �m.
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shown), consistent with previous observations.25�27

The recovery kinetics of vaults under optimal condi-

tions was best fitted by an effective diffusion coeffi-

cient of approximately 3.7 �m2/s. This value is slightly

higher than the value that was previously reported to

be 2 �m2/s in SW1573 cells.26 This discrepancy was

most likely caused by differences in cytoarchitecture

and physical properties of these two cell types.28 We

also reanalyzed the data from Figure 2 middle panel

(time-lapse after photoactivation) to extract a diffusion

rate (see methods). The effective diffusion rate we cal-

culated was 4.86 �m2/sec, a value that fit well with the

value extracted from the FRAP data.

The FRAP experiments were repeated under differ-

ent conditions of cellular stress and the results summa-

rized in Figure 3. Regardless of how the cells were

treated prior to the measurements (serum starvation,

microtubule modification, ATP depletion, or oxidative

stress), the recovery rates of the fluorescent labeled

vaults were unchanged. Similar results were observed

when PAGFP was fused to either the N- or C- terminus

of MVP subunits (Figure 3). We concluded that there

were no appreciable interactions between vaults and

cytoskeletal elements based on the effective diffusion

rates of PAGFP vaults in vivo. However, this conclusion

was not entirely consistent with numerous studies of

vault cellular distribution that have shown colocaliza-

tion of vaults with various cytoskeletal

elements.25�27,29,30 This discrepancy could be due to dif-

ferences in cell type or may reflect the transient nature

of vault interaction with these cellular elements.

FRET Indicated That Vaults Exchange their MVP Subunits in

vivo. Previous studies have observed that when GFP is

fused to MVP and expressed in mammalian cells it ap-

pears to be incorporated into all of the pre-existing

vault nanoparticles in the transfected cell within 24 h.25

This suggested that vault components may equilibrate

or that particles were constantly being repaired or

turned over rapidly. However, endogenous vault turn-

over is slow and appears to occur with cell division.31 To

further investigate whether vaults can exchange MVP

subunits in live cells, CFP or YFP was engineered onto

the N-terminus of MVP, resulting in the expression of re-

combinant vaults with either CFP or YFP assembled

along the vault waist. Three different stable cell lines

were produced; one expressed only the CFP-vaults, the

second only the YFP-vaults and the third expressed

both the CFP- and YFP-labeled vaults. Negative con-

trols showed that neither CFP vaults nor YFP vaults

alone generated FRET signals (data not shown). Cells ex-

pressing both CFP and YFP labeled vaults exhibited ap-

proximately 40% FRET efficiency, indicating that both

CFP and YFP tags were assembled in the same vault as

FRET can only occur when the distance between the

chromophores are less than �9 nm (Figure 4C). The re-

maining “60%” is energy that the donor emits (i.e., fluo-

rescently, without passing it to an acceptor). To study

whether vaults exchanged their subunits in vivo, we

cocultured mixtures of the CFP-MVP-only and YFP-MVP-

only cell lines. These mixtures did not display FRET sig-

nals. However, when neighboring cells were fused with

PEG, resulting in the mixing of both of their cellular con-

tents (including their fluorescent vaults), FRET was ob-

served 2�4 h after fusion (Figure 4A and B). The effi-

ciency of FRET signal detection is approximately 45%

in fused cells, similar to cells expressing both CFP- and

YFP-vaults (Figure 4C).

The time required before observing FRET was con-

siderably less than the time required for new MVP pro-

tein to be synthesized and assembled into vaults, thus

new protein synthesis could not account for these sig-

nals. On the basis of the crystal and cryoEM structures of

vaults, the N-terminal CFP and YFP tags need to coex-

ist in the same vault to be close enough to produce a

FRET signal, indicating that vaults exchanged their MVP

subunits in vivo. However, this type of analysis does

not differentiate between the mechanism of vault sub-

unit exchange which could result from half-vault ex-

change or exchange of single or multiple MVP subunits,

because the distance between the N-terminus of vaults

can either be 0.8 nm (two opposing MVPs from two op-

posing half vaults) or 2.8 nm (two side-by-side MVPs of

Figure 3. Effective diffusion rates of PAGFP vaults in U2OS
cells under various conditions. U2OS cells expressing PAGFP-
MVP were treated under the indicated conditions as de-
scribed in Materials and Methods. The entire field was first ir-
radiated with 100% 405 nm laser power multiple times to
ensure the maximal photoactivation of PAGFP vaults. FRAP
experiments were then performed by bleaching a strip of cy-
toplasm (2 �m across the whole cell) by a short bleach pulse
(�0.2 s) at 100% 488 nm laser power and the reappearance
of fluorescent particles was monitored at 0.2 s intervals. The
parameter t1/2 (the time required for the bleach spot to re-
cover half of its initial intensity) was best fitted with Leica
software. The effective diffusion constant D was calculated
from the following equation: D � w2/(4t1/2) where w is the
width of the swath (2 �m). P-values were calculated using
the TTEST function found in Microsoft Excel 2007. The only
significant differences worth noting were those seen at the
lower temperature (22 °C), likely due to increased viscosity at
lower temperatures resulting in lowered overall diffusion
rates.
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the same half vault), both are well within the required

9 nm distance for FRET.6

Previous studies have shown that fully assembled re-

combinant vaults are able to package exogenously

added proteins into the particle lumen, including the

naturally occurring vault content proteins, VPARP and

TEP1, and heterologous INT fusion proteins.16�20,22,23,32

Two models were proposed to explain packaging of

INT-tagged proteins into vaults. In one model MVP sub-

units or groups of MVPs (vault petals) could transiently

open at the particle waist without significantly altering

the particle structure. Support for this model was de-

rived from TEM freeze-etch images of vaults that dem-

onstrated an 8-fold vault petal substructure and the

observation of partially opened vaults observed in

cryoEM.5,7 In the second model, vaults were hypoth-

esized to separate transiently at the particle waist into

two half vaults allowing contents to enter the inside of

the particle prior to their reassembly. Support for this

model included the observation of vault halves in TEM

and cryoEM preparations and the generation of half

vaults at low pH.24 The second model implies a major

change in particle structure (the half vault) and further

suggests that the reassembled vault need not be com-

posed from the original separated particle. Both models

could explain the subunit exchange indicated by the

FRET data. In order to distinguish between these mech-

anisms of subunit exchange we carried out three types

of in vitro experiments: first we analyzed vaults in solu-

tion by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), next we

used transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and

finally we used immuno-pulldown (IP) assays.

Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering Indicates the Presence of Half

Vaults in Solution. Additional structural information about

the dynamic nature of vaults in solution was obtained

using SAXS. A semilog plot of scattered intensity (I) vs

the wavevector (q) showed the form factor of an en-

semble of vaults in solution (Figure 5, inset, solid black

line). Intensity at lower q arose from correlated density

at larger distances (r) within the molecule and vice

versa. The relevant q-range shown in Figure 5, inset

(0.005�0.06 Å�1) represented information from length

scales 1 �m to 10 nm. For easier representation, the

scattering curve using its Fourier inverted form, P(r),

which represented the radially averaged distribution of

electron density correlations at a separation of r within

the object was presented (Figure 5).

We first compared the experimental I vs q curve

with the ideal scattering profiles expected for rigid full

(Figure 5, inset, dashed line) and half vaults (Figure 5,

Figure 4. Analysis of PEG-fused U2OS cells expressing tagged vaults. (A) Schematic representation of the FRET experimen-
tal design. CFP (the cyan cell) or YFP (the yellow cell) was engineered onto the N-terminus of MVP, resulting in the expres-
sion of recombinant vaults with CFP or YFP assembled along the vault waist. The two cells were then fused by PEG (2�4 h),
resulting in a mixing of the cellular contents of neighboring cells including their fluorescent vaults. (B) Illustration of FRET cal-
culation on a hybrid U2OS cell (identified by the presence of multiple nuclei). Intensities of YFP and CFP emission were cap-
tured simultaneously using the MetaFluor software. YFP was gradually bleached by exciting the field of view at the excita-
tion wavelength for YFP. Then as shown by the traces, CFP and YFP emission wavelengths were simultaneously recorded.
As the YFP (donor) emission decreases the CFP (acceptor) emission increasesOa characteristic of FRET. (C) Summary of FRET
efficiency from various CFP/YFP expressing U2OS cells and of various PEG fusions of CFP or YFP expressing U2OS cells. Cells
expressing CFP or YFP vaults alone exhibited no FRET (data not shown).
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inset, dotted line), computed from recent X-ray crystal
structure data.6 The computed curves differed most sig-
nificantly from each other at q � 0.02 Å�1 due to addi-
tional intensity from longer correlated distances when
two halves were brought together. This was also re-
flected in the P(r) plot (Figure 5) where the normalized
probability was much higher at smaller r for half vaults
and was dominated by correlations between the two
halves for the full-vault. Since vaults in solution are
bound to be more dynamic than those in a crystal, it is
not surprising that neither a purely full nor half vault
structure can explain the experimental scattering pat-
tern. The fact that the experimental I vs q plot lies be-
tween those of the computed full and half vault curves
suggests that the reality in solution is neither purely
rigid half vaults nor full vaults, but an intermediate
state. To best estimate what relative ratio of rigid full
and half vault structures could reproduce the experi-
mental curve, we performed multiple regression analy-
ses with an emphasis on quality of fit in the q-range that

can distinguish between full and half vault structures,
that is, 0.05�0.01 Å�1. The best regression fit was ob-
tained when 46% of the protein mass in solution exists
as full vaults and the other 54% as half vaults; that is
shown in both plots in Figure 5 as a solid red line. An in-
trinsic statistical error of 3% was expected from the re-
gression method. We have similarly fit experimental
curves from ten samples with the same concentration
of vaults, but at temperatures from 5 to 45 °C. The rela-
tive ratio was found to be insensitive to temperature,
and on average 49 � 4% of the protein mass exists as
full vaults. We note, however, that the population la-
beled half vaults does not need to be completely free
half vaults in solution. Any dynamic fluctuations be-
tween the halves that destroys the regular correlations
between halves would result in average scattering data
indicative of half vaults. Indeed, TEM results do not re-
veal the presence of a significant population of free half
vaults, which suggested that the SAXS analysis was
best explained by a dynamic fluctuation between the
two halves of an intact vault.

Although the regression analysis reproduced the I
vs q curves in the q-range of interest, such an interpre-
tation was still limited in scope. This was illustrated by
comparing the P(r) curve of the regression fit with the
experimental one. Similar to the P(r) for an ellipsoidal
shell, we expected the maximum at �35 nm for the
ideal full vault to represent the diameter of the short
axis of the shell (i.e., this would represent correlations
in the waist region of the vault). Although the overall
shape of the experimental curve was recovered, the fit-
ted curve overestimated the correlation at 30�35 nm
and underestimates them at longer distances. These
data, combined with the fact that even a linear combi-
nation of full and half vault structures could not repro-
duce the experimental curve, indicated that vault struc-
tures in solution depart significantly from the X-ray
crystal structures.6,15 The P(r) curves suggest that vaults
in solution may be floppy along the waist and this flop-
piness may add a tail at longer distances that cannot
be captured by fitting to crystallographic data for full-

Figure 5. The distance distribution, P(r), of CP-MVP vaults from ex-
periment (solid line), computed full-vault (dashed line) and half-
vault (dotted line) from its crystal structure (Tanaka, et al., 2009),
and regression fit from computed full- and half-vault crystal struc-
ture (O line). (Inset) Scattering profiles of vaults from experiment,
computed full-vault and half-vault from its crystal structure, and re-
gression fit from computed full- and half-vault crystal structure.

Figure 6. DAMMIN shape reconstructions of the experimental CP-MVP vaults with different symmetry restrictions. (A) No
symmetry imposed, (B) a C8 symmetry, (C) a C82 symmetry. The blue region represents more than 50% chance of having a
bead in them among 50 reconstructed structures. The red beads represent one of the 50 reconstructions, and the black dots
correspond to the range of shapes created by superposition of all 50 reconstructions. The yellow envelop is the computed
vault structure from X-ray structure overlapping the shape reconstructions.
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vaults in the solid state. Alternatively, correlations
between halves of dynamically fluctuating vaults may
add probability at longer distances that is not well
captured in fits based on crystallographic data.

To determine the possible geometries in solution
that can explain the experimental scattering curves,
we performed Monte Carlo reconstruction of relative
bead-geometries consistent with the experimental scat-
tering curve. Figure 6 shows three shape reconstruc-
tions for the experimental scattering curve in Figure 5.
The most probable geometry computed from 50 recon-
structions (see Methods) was represented by a blue sur-
face and a sample bead structure was superimposed
on the blue surface to show the extent of convergence
among reconstructions. A yellow surface created from
the X-ray PDB structure was also superimposed for com-
parison.6 Figure 6A shows a reconstruction without
any symmetry restrictions. This indicates that the shape
of vaults in solution loosely resembles a full-vault struc-
ture, but is seemingly smaller and has holes along the
waist and the heads. The holes at the waist indicate a
lack of correlations in this area, a fact that likely arises
from the presence of some isolated half vaults and from
fluctuations between halves in partly associated vaults.

To test how the reconstructed shape may deviate
from geometries that are known from X-ray and
cryo-EM data, we computed symmetry-restricted

shapes that are still consistent with the experimental
curve.3,6,7,15 The blue surface in panel B shows that en-
forcing C8 symmetry on the reconstructed shape leads
to a half-vault like structure which is consistent in di-
mensions with the X-ray data, but much floppier and
frayed out along the waist. In theory, a full-vault struc-
ture, if dominant should be recovered when C8 symme-
try is imposed, which we see is not the case in Figure
6B. This result perhaps indicates that fluctuations of the
vaults destroy the C8 symmetry on the full vault scale,
but the symmetry is preserved within each half vault. To
select full-vault like geometries consistent with the ex-
perimental curve, we next imposed C82 symmetry. The
most probable geometry (blue surface) in Figure 6C in-
dicates that a perfect full-vault-like structure cannot be
recovered from the experimental data. When such ge-
ometry is imposed, the reconstructed shapes are simi-
lar to the unconstrained surface with reduced density
around the waist and at the caps.

The above results show that the geometry that best
describes the published vault structure was obtained
when C8 symmetry was imposed, a geometry that is
closer to a half than a full vault. The SAXS reconstruc-
tion therefore suggests that over 50% of the dynamic
species in a vault solution resembles the geometry of a
half vault or full vaults with fluctuations at the waist. It
should also be pointed out that the experimental con-

Figure 7. Visualization of antibody-vault aggregates using TEM. Purified cpMVPvsvg vaults, in the (A) absence or (B) pres-
ence of 5-fold excess cpMVP vaults, were incubated with �-VSV antibody. Vaults from the resulting mixtures were applied
to carbon-coated copper grids, stained with uranyl acetate, and visualized by TEM.
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ditions used for the SAXS measure-
ments were different from the condi-
tions expected in the cytosol which are
often estimated to be 5�10 times the
viscosity of water.33,34 At fixed temper-
ature, the time taken by a particle to
diffuse a certain length is directly pro-
portional to the viscosity of the me-
dium. Therefore we expect the higher
cytosol viscosity to lengthen the diffu-
sion times of vaults and slow down the
rate of exchange and fluctuation by a
factor of 5�10.

Visualization of Half-Vault Exchange by
TEM. While SAXS allowed us to look at
the freedom of full and half vaults in an
ensemble averaged manner, it did not
allow us to distinguish between half
vaults that are fully isolated in solution
and those that are merely fluctuating
with a partner. To distinguish between
these two possibilities, we turned to
TEM. TEM has been a valuable tool to
study the morphology of vaults since
their discovery in 1986. Previously we
observed that when purified
cpMVPvsvg vaults were incubated
with anti-VSV antibodies, the vault nanoparticles were
linked together end to end with occasional branching
observed to form polymer-like structures (see also Fig-
ure 7A).16 This arrangement indicated that the
C-terminal VSVG tags from adjacent vaults linked to-
gether by anti-VSV antibodies, resulting in the forma-
tion of these branched aggregates. These results also
suggested a simple assay to visualize half-vault ex-
change by mixing cpMVPvsvg vaults with an excess of
vaults without the C-terminal tag. We reasoned that if
the subunit exchange was through exchange of half
vaults, the end-to-end vault linkage might be limited
to two vault particles, and long end-to-end lines would
not form. Whereas if individual MVP subunits were ex-
changed between vaults then the C-terminal tags
would be present in more of the vault particles and
thus lines of vaults would be observed. The architec-
ture of purified cpMVPvsvg vaults alone (Figure 7A) and
in the presence of 5x cpMVP vaults (Figure 7B) was dra-
matically modified following the addition of the anti-
VSV antibodies. A significant portion of the mixed vaults
were observed to form pairs or dimer-like structures
(Figure 7B). These results imply that dimers were
formed from half-cpMVPvsvg vaults and half-cpMVP-
vaults. Such structures would have only one end with
the VSVG tags and thus these ends would interact with
anti-VSV antibodies while the other end would be left
unbound, resulting in the formation of vault dimers.

We consistently observed more side-by-side than
end-to-end vault dimers in this experiment. To form

end-to-end vault dimers, antibodies would have to

bind these two vaults symmetrically and rigidly along

the long axis of the two vaults. This would require that

the VSV epitopes be oriented along this axis. However,

these peptides may be oriented differently or they

might be flexible. If they are flexible, the binding of

these VSV tags by antibodies may not be rigid enough

to hold two vault dimers in place in a linear fashion.

Immunoprecipitation Supports a Half-Vault Exchange

Mechanism. As modeled in the cryoEM structure, the

VSV tag, fused to the C-terminus of MVP, is located at

the caps of the vault and extends outside of the nano-

particle at the caps.16 The specificity and the external ac-

cessibility of this 11 amino acid C-terminal epitope tag

was further demonstrated using a pull-down assay with

an anti-VSV monoclonal antibody bound to beads.16,18

MVP subunit exchange was analyzed by incubating

precleared crude extracts containing C-terminal VSVG

tagged vaults (cpMVPvsvg) with similar extracts con-

taining N-terminal T7 tagged vaults (HisT7MVP). Follow-

ing incubation, the cpMVPvsvg vaults were pulled

down using anti-VSV monoclonal antibody and pro-

tein G beads. The identity of the proteins attached to

the beads was determined by fractionation on SDS-

PAGE followed by immunoblotting with either an anti-

VSV antibody or an anti-T7 monoclonal antibody (Fig-

ure 8). As expected the cpMVPvsvg vault precipitation

was dependent on the presence of the anti-VSV anti-

body and protein G bead (Figure 8A, lane 1). In addi-

tion, no vaults were detected in the precipitate from

Figure 8. Western blot analysis of vaults pulled down by �-VSV beads. (A)
Vaults pulled down by �-VSV beads from S20 extracts. Lane 1 and 2 are from
bead affinity test of S20 extracts of cpMVPvsvg or HisT7MVP. Lane 3 and 4 are
from bead affinity test of cpMVPvsvg and HisT7MVP extracts mixed at 1:1
and 1:2.5. (B) Vaults pulled down by �-VSV beads from purified proteins. Lane
1 and 2 are from bead affinity test of purified cpMVPvsvg or HisT7MVP, respec-
tively. Lane 3 and 4 are from bead affinity test of purified cpMVPvsvg and
HisT7MVP mixed at 1:1 and 1:2.5. Lane 5 and 6 are from bead affinity test of cp-
MVPvsvg and HisT7MVP, supplemented with S20 from sf9 cells (containing
no vaults), mixed at 1:1 and 1:2.5 ratios. The immunoblots were probed with ei-
ther �-VSV (upper bands) or �-MVP (lower bands) antibodies.
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precleared extracts of HisT7MVP incubated with the

anti-VSV antibody and protein G beads (Figure 8A, lane

2), confirming that the C-terminal vsvg tag was re-

quired to mediate this interaction. When the

cpMVPvsvg vaults were mixed with the untagged

(HisT7MVP) nanoparticles at two different ratios (1:1

and 1:2.5), we found the presence of both species in

the precipitates (Figure 8A, lane 3 and 4). More

HisT7MVP was seen in the pull down from the 1:2.5

mix, suggesting the exchange of MVP subunits was pro-

portional to the amount of HisT7MVP vaults present in

the mixture. Previous studies have shown that MVP in

crude cell extracts are preassembled into vault nano-

particles and that the equilibrium lies in favor of assem-

bly (Figure 1).12 Therefore these data suggested that

the MVP subunits of these preformed vaults were

capable of being exchanged.

To determine whether accessory factors were re-

quired or could enhance the exchange rate of MVP sub-

units we utilized mixtures of purified vaults. Both

cpMVPvsvg and HisT7MVP vaults were purified from

baculovirus infected Sf9 cells. As seen in the lysates ana-

lyzed above, only vaults containing the vsvg epitope

tag were pulled down by the antibody-bead assay (Fig-

ure 8B, lanes 1 and 2). When the purified vaults were

mixed together in the absence (Figure 8B, lanes 3 and

4) and the presence of precleared uninfected Sf9 cell

lysate (Figure 8B, lane 5 and 6), no difference in the

protein composition of the immunoprecipitates was

observed (Figure 8B, lanes 3�6), indicating that endog-

enous assembly factors do not appear to affect the ex-

change of vault MVP subunits.

We next investigated whether the vault exchange

phenomenon was saturable. We carried out a series of

pull down experiments where the vault mixtures con-

tained increasing ratios of HisT7MVP to cpMVPvsvg pu-

rified vaults (Figure 9). We reasoned that if half vaults

were exchanged, the maximum amount of HisT7MVP

would be determined by the amount of cpMVPvsvg in

the binding assay. Whereas, if individual subunits were

exchanged, then the maximum amount of HisT7MVP

pulled down would depend on the amount added and

not saturate until a vast excess of HisT7MVP was

present. As seen in Figure 9, the amount of HisT7MVP

vaults bound to the beads increased proportionally to

the amount of HisT7MVP vaults added, but did not ex-

ceed the amount of cpMVPvsvg in the pull downs

(Figure 9A lanes 7, 9, 11, 13 compare cpMVPvsvg to

HisT7MVP). When the amount of each vault species

bound to the beads was quantitated by densitometry,

comparing to known concentrations of vaults in the

Western blots, the presence of HisT7MVP saturated at

�0.8:1 (Figure 9B). Repeat experiments using the 10:1

ratio indicate saturation occurs at 0.8 � 0.12:1. This ra-

tio was close to the expected result (1:1) if a half

vault�half vault exchange was occurring (Figure 9C).

All three of the in vitro experiments described above

support the model of vaults separating at the waist and

rapidly reassembling back into whole hybrid vaults.

CONCLUSIONS
This is the first study that systematically investi-

gates the mechanism of vault dynamics. Here we dem-

onstrate that vaults are largely unconstrained cytoplas-

mic nanoparticles in live cells. Their in vivo movements

remain relatively unchanged regardless of modifica-

tions to their cellular environment. These vault nano-

particles appear to interact with each other by rapidly

exchanging their MVP subunits in vivo. Three indepen-

dent sets of in vitro experiments (SAXS, TEM, and anti-

body pulldowns) all support a model whereby MVP

subunit exchange occurs through half-vaults. This ex-

change suggests a means where by vaults “breathe”

and functionally interact with the cellular environment.

It also presents a mechanism for vault particles to de-

liver their contents to the cellular environment. VPARP,

TEP1 and vRNA are found in cells in both vault-

associated and free forms and up-regulation of MVP

Figure 9. Analysis of vaults pulled down by �-VSV beads from
mixtures with increasing ratios of purified HisT7MVP to purified
cpMVPvsvg. (A) Vaults pulled down by �-VSV beads. Lane 1 and
2 are standards of purified cpMVPvsvg or HisT7MVP with known
concentrations. Lane 3 and 5 are vaults pulled down by �-VSV
beads from purified cpMVPvsvg and HisT7MVP, respectively.
Lane 4 and 6 are vaults left in the supernatants in the bead affin-
ity test. Lane 7, 9, 11, and 13 are vaults pulled down by �-VSV
beads from cpMVPvsvg and HisT7MVP mixtures at ratios indi-
cated above. Lane 8, 10, 12, and 14 are vaults left in the super-
natants in the bead affinity test. The immunoblots were probed
with either �-VSV (upper bands) or �-MVP (lower bands) anti-
bodies. (B) Quantifications of HisT7MVP (H)/cpMVPvsvg (V) ra-
tios. Values of Y axis at each ratio (lane 7, 9, 11, and 13) were cal-
culated based on densitometry analysis comparing to known
standards (lane 1 and 2). Values of X axis at each ratio were cal-
culated based on the amount of protein added to each reaction
mixture. (C) Illustration of the half-vault exchange model, sup-
ported by the �-VSV beads pull-down assay.
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leads to increased numbers of vaults in cells and in-
creased levels of VPARP and TEP1 in drug resistant can-
cer cells, suggesting that these proteins are stabilized
by their assembly into vaults.10,35,36 The vault dynamics
described here suggests that a constant exchange into
and out of the particles is occurring among vault asso-

ciated components in vivo and implies that more tran-
siently associated cell components may likewise be
entering and exiting the particle. Understanding the
vault’s intrinsic dynamics is important for the develop-
ment and design of this nanoparticle as a targetable
delivery vehicle.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fluorescent Vault Production. The cDNAs encoding a FRET pair

of fluorescent proteins, cyan fluorescent protein (CFP-C-1) and
yellow fluorescent protein (YFP-C-1), were generously provided
by Dr. Scott John. A cDNA encoding the photoactivable green
fluorescent protein (PAGFP) was generously provided by Dr. Jen-
nifer Lippincott-Schwartz.37 The fluorescent proteins were fused
to either the N-terminus or the C-terminus of rat MVP and sub-
sequently all constructs were subcloned into the mammalian ex-
pression vector pCR3 containing the CMV promoter to drive the
expression of fluorescent labeled vaults in U2OS cells.

PCR3-N-PAGFP-rMVP: The PAGFP cDNA was amplified by poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR) from plasmid PAGFPC-C1 using two
primers 5=-CCG,CTA,GCG,CTA,CCG,GTC,GCC,ACC-3= and 5=-
GCC,CCC,ATG,GCC,TTG,TAC,AGC,TCG,TCC,ATG,CCG,AG-3=. The PCR
product, containing Nco I restriction sites on both the NH2- and the
COOH- terminals of the PAGFP cDNA, was then digested and li-
gated into the Nco I linearized, phosphatase treated plasmid
pBlueScript-SK-rMVP with the PAGFP cDNA fused immediately on
the NH2- side of the rMVP gene. The complete N-PAGFP-rMVP gene
was then subcloned using the flanking EcoR I sites into the PCR3
vector.

PCR3-CFP-rMVP and PCR3-YFP-rMVP were constructed us-
ing the same procedure as PCR3-N-PAGFP-rMVP except the CFP
and YFP genes were amplified from plasmids CFP-C-1 and YFP-
C-1.

CR3-C-rMVP-PAGFP: The PAGFP cDNA was amplified by PCR
from PAGFPC-C1 using two primers 5=-TGA,TGG,TCA,GCC,GCC,
AGC,ACA,GAA,GAT,GGT,GAG,CAA,GGG,CGA,GGA,GCT,GT-3= and
5=-GGG,GTC,TAG,ATT,ACT,TGT,ACA,GCT,CGT,CCA,TGC,CGA,G-3=.
The partial COOH- terminal rMVP cDNA was amplified by PCR from
pBlueScript-SK-rMVP using two primers 5=-
GCC,TCT,GTC,ACC,TTT,CAT,GAC-3= and 5=-ACA,GCT,CCT,
CGC,CCT,TGC,TCA,CCA,TCT,TCT,GTG,CTG,GCG,GCT,GAC,CAT,CA-3=.
The two PCR products, with a small overlapping section, served as
templates for the second round of PCR with two outside primers 5=-
GCC,TCT,GTC,ACC,TTT,CAT,GAC-3= and 5=-
GGG,GTC,TAG,ATT,ACT,TGT,ACA,GCT,CGT,CCA,TGC,CGA,G-3=. The
newly synthesized PCR product, digested by XhoI and XbaI, was the
first piece of the targeted pCR3-C-rMVP-pAGFP plasmid. The sec-
ond piece was the partial NH2- terminal rMVP gene digested by
EcoRI and XhoI from the plasmid pBlueScript-SK-rMVP. The last
piece was the vector PCR3 digested by EcoRI and XbaI. The three
pieces were then ligated together to generate plasmid pCR3-C-
rMVP-PAGFP.

pCR3-dual-(N-CFP-rMVP/N-YFP-rMVP): N-YFP-rMVP was cut
off from the plasmid pCR3-N-YFP-rMVP by XbaI and BspHI, fol-
lowed by Klenow treatment to fill in 5= overhangs to form blunt
ends. Meanwhile, plasmid pCR3-N-CFP-rMVP was cut open by
EcoRV, followed by CIP treatment to prevent from self-ligation.
The two digested pieces were then ligated to form the mamma-
lian dual (CFP/YFP) plasmid. All final constructs were confirmed
by sequencing.

All of the above plasmids (0.4 �g of DNA) were transiently
transfected into U2OS cells (1 � 105 cells) using the Effectene
Transfection kit (Qiagen) according to the manufactures proto-
col for 24 h. For stable transfections, transiently transfected U2OS
cells were passaged into the DMEM selective medium contain-
ing 500 �g/mL Geneticin (Gibco) until colonies appeared. Sub-
cellular fractionation of the expressed recombinant vaults was
then carried out according to a previously described procedure
and analyzed by Western.25

Photoactivation of PAGFP Vaults and the Subsequent Kinetic Study by
FRAP. Live cell photoactivation experiments were performed us-
ing a Leica TCS SP2 AOBS confocal microscope (Leica Microsys-
tems Inc., Exton, PA) equipped with a 405 nm diode laser (Coher-
ent Inc., Santa Clara, CA) and a 488 nm Argon laser for excitation.
The cell culture medium was replaced with fresh phenol red-
free medium, and the cells were maintained at 37 °C in a humidi-
fied temperature-controlled chamber containing 5% CO2 on the
microscope stage. Images were acquired with a 63x oil-
immersion objective (HCX PL APO, NA 1.40) and analyzed with
the Leica software. Scanning was performed at a line frequency
of 200 Hz, averaged 2 to 4 times at an image resolution of 512 �
512 (pixel dwell time: 9.7 �s/pixel) or 256 � 256 pixels (pixel
dwell time: 19.5 �s/pixel) using 20% 488 nm laser power. Photo-
activation was achieved using 100% 405 nm laser power and a
100 ms activation pulse. Images were further processed with
Microsoft Paint 6.0 (Redmond, WA).

An effective diffusion rate was calculated from the PAGFP
photoactivation data by carrying out a special occupation mea-
surement similar to FRAP taking the entire cell as the region of
recovery. Each frame was transformed into binary mode (black or
white pixels). Then a threshold was specified, images were nor-
malized and every pixels lighting up above the threshold were
counted over time. We used the following parameters for the
analysis of 30 frames prior to saturation: 1.63 s/frame, 0.233 �m2/
pixel, D � w2/(4t1/2) where w is the surface area of the cell
(�175.07 �m2). The data was graphically fit and t1/2 was deter-
mined to be 9 s.

FRAP of N- or C-terminal labeled PAGFP vaults was carried
out on the same Leica TCS SP2 AOBS confocal microscope
equipped with a thermostatted stage. The whole field of view
was first irradiated with 100% 405 nm laser power multiple times
to ensure the maximal photoactivation of PAGFP vaults. FRAP ex-
periments were then performed by bleaching a strip of cyto-
plasm (2 �m across the whole cell) by a short bleach pulse
(�0.2 s) at 100% 488 nm laser power and monitoring the reap-
pearance of fluorescent particles at 0.2-s intervals. The parameter
t1/2 (the time required for the bleach spot to recover half of its ini-
tial intensity) was best fitted with Leica software. The effective
diffusion constant D was calculated from the following equation:
D � w2/(4t1/2) where w is the width of the swath area (2 �m).

The same photoactivation/FRAP procedure was repeated
for all treated U2OS cells (Without serum, incubated in the ab-
sence of serum overnight at 37 °C, 5% CO2; �Paclitaxel, incu-
bated with 50 �M paclitaxel in complete DMEM for 30 min at
37 °C, 5% CO2; �Antimycin A, incubated with 1 �M antimycin A
in complete DMEM for 30 min at 37 °C, 5% CO2; �H2O2, incu-
bated with 1 mM H2O2 in complete DMEM for 30 min at 22 °C,
5% CO2)

FRET Analysis of MVP Subunits Exchange in vivo. Stably transfected
CFP-rMVP/U2OS cells and YFP-rMVP/U2OS cells were trypsinized,
mixed at 1:1 ratio, and incubated in glass bottom microwell
dishes (MatTek) with complete DMEM (Gibco DMEM high glu-
cose containing 10% Fetal bovine serum, 100 �g/mL streptomy-
cin, and 100 U/mL penicillin.) without phenol red. Thoroughly as-
pirate all media from the dish when cells reached 100%
confluency, and added 1 mL 50% (w/v) PEG 1500 dissolved in
75 mM Hepes, pH 8.0 (Roche) to dish; rock gently to cover all cells
for 1 min. After aspirating the PEG solution, wash cells with 3 �
2 mL warm (37 °C) serum free DMEM media, then incubate them
in complete DMEM without phenol red for 2�4 h prior to FRET
measurements.

FRET measurements were performed by simultaneously
monitoring CFP and YFP emissions of the sample when excited
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at the wavelengths for CFP (royal blue LED). Images (16-bit)
were acquired using a Nikon Eclipse TE300 microscope fitted
with a 60x (NA 1.49) oil-immersion lens (Nikon) and equipped
with the following filters/dichroic sets (nm): 1) CFP cube: excita-
tion 436/20b (band-pass), emission 480/40b, dichroic 455 (long
pass; DCLP); 2) YFP cube: excitation 500/20b, emission 535/30b,
DCLP 515, and FRET cube: excitation 436/20b, EM 535/30b, DCLP
455 (Chroma Technology, Rockingham, VT). Light emitting di-
odes (LEDs; Lumileds, San Jose, CA) were used as light sources:
one emitting at 455 � 20 nm (royal blue) and the other emitting
at 505 � 15 nm (cyan). YFP and CFP images were acquired simul-
taneously using the Dual View (Optical Insights, Tucson, AZ) im-
age splitter equipped with a 505-nm long-pass dichroic filter to
separate the CFP and YFP signals. LEDs and camera exposure
were controlled in real time by MetaFluor Imaging 6.1 software
(Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). Images and the intensities of
YFP and CFP emission were captured online using the MetaFluor
Imaging software with a Cascade 512B digital camera (Photo-
metrics, Tucson, AZ).

Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS). SAXS measurements were
performed at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory
(beamline 4�2). On the basis of concentration series data, the
vault concentration of 1.5 mg/mL was chosen for the SAXS mea-
surement to eliminate inter particle interference (i.e., structure
factor effects). For the measurement, 25 �L of the vault sample
was injected in a quartz capillary at 25 °C. Scattered X-rays were
collected (	 � 1.38 Å, 20 scans of 30 s each) on a MarCCD detec-
tor as 512 � 512 pixel images with a sample-to-detector dis-
tance at 2.5 m. The images were radially averaged to obtain one-
dimensional scattering curves.

The collected data were analyzed using the ATSAS package
(EMBL, Hamburg, Germany). PRIMUS and GNOM were used to
generate the distance distribution function, P(r).38,39 The result-
ing GNOM output file was fed into DAMMIN to generate bead-
model shape reconstructions which satisfy the experimental
scattering curve and any symmetry restrictions if imposed.40 For
each trial, 50 such reconstructions using different initial random
seeds were computed, aligned and averaged using DAMAVER.38

The most probable molecular volume was generated using
DAMFILT by removal of beads least likely to be in more than
one reconstructed structure.38 Fifty percent of the total beads
arising from the superposition of all 50 structures were removed
to generate the final filtered shape. The filtered bead structure
was next converted to a molecular surface by convolution with
a Gaussian kernel using the pdb2vol tool in Situs.41

The expected SAXS scattering curves for half and full vaults
were calculated from the 3.5 Å X-ray crystal structure published
by Tanaka et al.6 Both full and half vault structures were con-
structed by merging the published PDB structures (2ZUO, 2ZV4,
and 2ZV5). Corresponding scattering curves were then com-
puted using CRYSOL.42 Multiple regression analyses to fit rela-
tive ratios of computed full and half vault scattering curves to ex-
perimental data were conducted using MATLAB (The
MathWorks, Inc. Natick, MA). Molecular representations were
rendered using VMD.43

TEM. Purified cpMVPvsvg vaults at 0.02 mg/mL, in the pres-
ence or the absence of 0.1 mg/mL cpMVP vaults, were incu-
bated on ice for 1 h. Followed by the addition of 
-VSV anti-
body to a final concentration of 0.05 mg/mL and incubated on
ice for an additional hour. Vaults from the resulting mixtures
were then applied to carbon grids, stained with uranyl acetate,
and visualized by transmission electron microscopy on a
JEM1200-EX microscope in the CNSI Electron Imaging Center
for NanoMachines (EICN) as previously described.23

Immuno-Pulldown Assays. cpMVPvsvg and HisT7MVP vaults were
prepared both as purified proteins and whole cell lysates accord-
ing to a procedure previously described.23 To clear the lysates
of nonspecific background binding Protein G agarose beads (15
�L) were incubated with 250 �L cpMVPvsvg and HisT7MVP clear
lysates at 4 °C for 10 min. After the G beads were pelleted at
20 000� g for 5 min, the resulting precleared lysates, with an es-
timated protein concentration of 0.1 �g/�L, were used in all sub-
sequent experiments. In all assays, the protein G beads and the

-VSV monoclonal antibody (Sigma) were added to final concen-
trations of 10 �g and 1 �g per 100 �L assay, respectively. Puri-

fied cpMVPvsvg and HisT7MVP vaults were added to final con-
centrations of 5 �g and 5x �g (where x � 0, 1, 2.5, 5, or 10;
depending on the individual assay) per 100 �L assay, respec-
tively. After the assembled reaction was rocked at 4 or 25 °C in
a buffer containing 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 75 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM
MgCl2, and 1% W/V Triton X-100 for various amount of time,
the protein G beads were washed in 3 � 0.5 mL lysis buffer and
resuspended in 50 or 100 �L SDS loading buffer for further analy-
sis. Samples were separated on a 6% SDS-PAGE, Western blot-
ted to Hybond-C membrane (Amersham), and probed with ei-
ther 
-VSV or 
-T7 monoclonal antibodies.
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